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Defending New Yorkers' right to be free from discriminatory and
abusive policing is a core component of the NYCLU's mission. Protecting this
right requires that people have access to the information they need to hold
abusive officers accountable. There are myriad flaws with the systems we
currently have to address misconduct by New York Police Department
(“NYPD”) officers.1 But for these systems to have any chance of operating
effectively, investigators must – at a minimum – be able to identify the
officers who are the subjects of complaints from the public. Police officers
know this, and predictably there are constant complaints of officers covering
their shield numbers and refusing to provide identifying information to New
Yorkers.
The NYCLU supports the creation of a private right of action to
ensure that officers are held to account when they break the law by hiding
behind a shield of anonymity. Our testimony will address prior efforts by the
Council on the subject of officer identification requirements and the
shortcomings of those efforts. The creation of a private right of action is an
important step to address those shortcomings and to provide New Yorkers
with a direct means of enforcing their legal right to demand transparency
from the NYPD.
I.

Past Legislative Efforts to Remedy NYPD Officer Failures
to Provide Identification

See NYCLU, Testimony Regarding New York City Police Discipline, Feb. 7, 2019,
https://www.nyclu.org/en/publications/testimony-regarding-new-york-city-policediscipline.
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The problem of officers covering up their shield numbers is not new. It
is longstanding and pervasive. When stop-and-frisk activity was at its height
during the Bloomberg administration, the City Council introduced legislation
to require NYPD officers to proactively identify themselves in all
investigative and enforcement encounters.2 This common sense proposal was
a direct response to the lived experiences of New Yorkers of color who were
subject to repeated, unlawful abuse and harassment by the police and who
were routinely denied the most basic information needed to hold officers
accountable: the names and shield numbers of the officers who mistreated
them.
Despite patrol guide provisions that require NYPD officers to provide
their names and shield numbers upon request,3 the reality has always been
that officers are reluctant to provide this information because they know that
it could facilitate investigations into their misconduct. This reluctance often
manifests in outright defiance of departmental rules, and we have heard far
too many accounts from people who have been threatened or retaliated
against because they asked an officer for their identifying information.
It is deeply unfair to put the burden of asking for an officer’s name
and shield number on the party to that encounter who lacks a badge, a gun,
and the state power to use force. It also goes against the purported goals of
the NYPD to build trust and deepen relationships with the communities they
patrol. Years of aggressive and discriminatory stop-and-frisk practices and
the Department’s stubborn commitment to broken windows policing tactics,
however, have cemented the NYPD's reputation as an agency working in
opposition to communities of color, as opposed to one made up of public
officials responding to community needs.
The legislation introduced in 2012 to shift the burden to officers to
proactively provide their names and shield numbers did not advance that
term, but it became part of a two-bill package in 2014 called the Right to
Know Act. The measure languished in the City Council for years, adamantly
opposed by the administration and the NYPD, who actively sought to
undermine the bill through administrative half-measures.4
In December 2017, the Council finally moved to vote on the Right to
Know Act, but with an amended identification requirement that carved out
See Intro. 801-2012, available at
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1078153&GUID=02B79C5
5-AD32-4F26-9D51-01670A68253C&Options=ID|Text|&Search=801.
3 NYPD Patrol Guide § 203-09.
4 Bobby Cuza, Police Reform Advocates Blast Mayor, Council Speaker for Rolling
Over to the NYPD on the ‘Right to Know’ Act, NY1, July 14, 2016,
https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2016/07/13/police-reform-advocatesblast-mayor--council-speaker-for-rolling-over-to-the-nypd-on-the--right-to-know--act.
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many of the most common law enforcement interactions. The revised bill no
longer required police to identify themselves in traffic stops and so-called
“level 1 encounters,” in which an officer approaches someone for investigatory
questioning not rising to level of criminal suspicion. Because of the lack of
any real transparency in these interactions, these are the types of encounters
most susceptible to abuse and for which legislative intervention was clearly
necessary. Disappointingly, these changes came about because of elected
officials engaging in last-minute, backroom deal-making that cut the very
communities behind the law’s creation out of the process.5 Rather than
listening to the voices and experiences of the communities who would most
feel the impact of NYPD practices under this law, Council leadership at the
time acceded to the demands of the NYPD to water down the law’s reforms.
Because of this last-minute weakening of the bill, the NYCLU joined our
community partners in withdrawing our support for the measure and
opposed its eventual passage.
II.

The NYPD Continues to Defy Both the Letter and the Intent
of the Law on Officer Identification

As it currently stands, the Administrative Code requires that officers
identify themselves, provide their shield numbers, and offer business cards in
a range of criminal investigative and enforcement encounters.6 Although the
law’s requirements for proactive identification are insufficient, the law also
requires that officers provide this information upon request.7 However, there
is no enforcement mechanism for either provision, and one need look no
further than the events of the past few weeks to see how officers behave
knowing that they can get away with blatantly and unabashedly defying
legal mandates.
There have been both direct violations of the law and an apparently
concerted effort to undermine the spirit of the law on display during the
NYPD's violent policing of protest. In late April, NYPD officers began
wearing black mourning bands across their shields to commemorate the
officers who lost their lives to the COVID-19 pandemic.8 After protests
erupted over the death of George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis Police,
NYPD officers have been accused of hiding their badge numbers to avoid
accountability for their use of force during these protests. The NYPD patrol
guide states that a uniformed member of the service “may wear black elastic
mourning band, ½ inch wide, on the shield, covering the seal of the city, but
Erin Durkin, Council Compromises with NYPD on Search Reform Bills, N.Y. Daily
News, Dec. 12, 2017, https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/city-councilcompromises-nypd-search-reform-bills-article-1.3693789.
6 See N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 14-174.
7 N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 14-174(c).
8 See Commissioner Shea, @NYPDShea, Twitter,
https://twitter.com/NYPDShea/status/1250894546982055938.
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leaving the shield number or rank designation visible upon the death of the a
member.”9
Twitter users have documented examples of officers placing the
mourning bands directly over their badge numbers, in direct violation of the
NYPD Patrol Guide.10 At least one officer has claimed on camera that they
were instructed by their supervisors to cover their badge. When asked where
his badge is, he responds that he has orders from supervisors he is
following.11 Some officers have also been seen with their badge numbers
covered, or not wearing one at all, during photo opportunities.12 And there
have been reports of officers refusing to provide their names and shield
numbers or offer a business card despite direct asks for this information –
and in defiance of the Administrative Code.13
Over the past few weeks, we have seen officers drive their vehicles
into crowds of protesters, violently shove people to the ground without any
provocation, tear down the face mask of a protester and pepper spray him
with his hands in air, and handcuff and pepper-spray elected officials
attempting to mediate tense encounters on behalf of their constituents.14 This
is the backdrop against which officers are covering their badges and
withholding their names – because they know that they are engaging in
misconduct and because they know that the current rules requiring
identification lack any real teeth. The City Council’s action is necessary to
end this impunity.
III.

A Private Right of Action is
Transparency and Accountability

Necessary

to

Enforce

See NYPD Patrol Guide § 204-17.
See Appendix Photos 1- 23.
11 Video on file with the New York Civil Liberties Union.
12 See Commissioner Shea, @NYPDShea, Twitter,
https://twitter.com/NYPDShea/status/1269332944172302341.
13 Rocco Parascandola, NYPD Cops Accused by Advocacy Groups of Covering Shield
Numbers During George Floyd Protests, N.Y. Daily News, June 4, 2020,
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-nypd-cops-accused-coveringshield-numbers-protests-20200604-rje2krqecfcrdcex2p2fdy3c5i-story.html.
14 Ashley Southall, Officer Who Violently Shoved Protester in Brooklyn is Charged
with Assault, N.Y. Times, June 9, 2020,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/09/nyregion/nypd-officer-vincent-dandraiaarrest.html; Virginia Breen, NYPD Pepper Spray Use in George Floyd Protests may
Hasten New COVID Wave, Experts Warn, The City, June 3, 2020,
https://www.thecity.nyc/2020/6/3/21279984/nypd-pepper-spray-use-in-george-floydprotests-may-hasten-new-covid-wave-experts-warn; Tara Law, Footage of NYPD
Vehicles Surging into Crowd of Protesters Sparks Further Outrage, Time, May 31,
2020, https://time.com/5845631/nypd-protests-vehicles-protesters/.
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Just this week, the State Legislature pulled back the curtain on police
misconduct records by repealing state law Section 50-a. This repeal means
that the public will soon have access to information on how police
departments respond when officers violate the public trust, and New Yorkers
will be able to judge for themselves whether the systems we have in place to
respond to officer misconduct are working. That analysis cannot happen so
long as police officers, who are public officials, continue to forestall attempts
to prevent those records from even existing.
This Council must recognize that unenforced mandates are not
enough to change NYPD culture, and pass a private right of action to ensure
that New Yorkers can vindicate the rights they already have. And the NYPD
should take this opportunity to commit itself – in its policies and procedures
– to their oft-touted rhetoric in support of greater transparency and
accountability. Whether the Department will do so – and whether any action
by the NYPD will be enough to merit the trust of the communities they serve
– is an open question. Given the past three months, in which we have
witnessed aggressive and discriminatory NYPD enforcement of public health
directives and officers’ violent attacks on protesters demanding justice for
Black lives, one thing that is clear is that the Council must not wait for
change to come from within the NYPD itself.
A private right of action is urgently needed to put an end to officers
hiding behind anonymity to evade accountability. The NYCLU fully supports
this preconsidered introduction, and we urge its swift passage by the Council.
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